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ABSTRACT. GaAs layers were grown by the close-spaced yapor transport (CSVT) using atomic
hydrogen as initial reactan\. Scanning electron microscopy (SEI\I) and energy dispersiye spec-
troscopy (EDS) were used to characterize the layers. It is observed that the yariation on the
experimental setup of the CSVT system and on some growth parameters (spacer thickness and
source-substrate ternperature gradient) llave a remarkable influence on the surface morphology
of the grown layers. It is inferred that the stoichiometric deviation presented by aH layers under
study is due to the interaction of the atomic hydrogen with the sourcc amI substrate at high
temperatures (~ 650°C) during their growth process. The EDS analysis performed on the lay-
ers also shows that the main impurities are Si, O, and C. By an additional experirnent, it was
proved that the origin of the Si, amI O coutaminants is the etching effect of tite quartz spacer by
atomic hydrogen and it is inferred that tllc origin of the e contaminant is mainly due to sorne
contamination existing in the reactor.

RESUr..1EN. Se crecieron películas de GaAs por la técnica transporte de vapor a corta distancia
(CSVT) usando hidrógeno atómico como rcactante inicial. Las técnicas de microscopía electrónica
de barrido (SEI\I) y espectroscopía de energía dispersiya (EDS) se emplearon para caracterizar
estas películas. Se observa que la variación cn el arreglo experimental del sistema CS\'T y en
algunos parámetros de crecimiento (espesor del separador y gradiente de temperatura fuente-
sustrato) tienen una notable influencia en la morfología superficial de la'! películas crecidas. Se
infiere que la desviación estequiomét.rica que presentan todas las muestras bajo estudio es debida
a la interacción del hidrógeno atómico con la fuente y el sustrato a altas temperaturas (2: G50°C)
durante su proceso de crecimiento. El análisis EDS realizado en la'! película'! muestra también
que Ia.s impurezas que presentan alRUna'i película .••son Si, O y C. Por un experimento adicional
se prueba que el origen de los contaminantes Si y O es el efecto quc presenta el hidrógeno
atómico de atacar al separador de cuarzo y se infiere que la presencia del contaminante C se debe
principalmente a la contaminación exist.ent.e CII el reactor.

rACS: 81.15; 61.16 C; 68.55 ..]

.On post doctoral position.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sinee Nieoll [1] and Robinson [2] developed the close-spaeed vapor transport teehnique
(CSVT), it ha" been sueeessfully used to grow a variety of semiconductor films [3]. This
is an effieient and cast effeetive teehnique, that allows homo- and heteroepitaxial growth
of GaAs layers [4-6). It eonsists on a sandwich assembly of a solid souree and a substrate
separated from eaeh other by a spaeer usually of about 1 mm thickness. A temperature
gradient is maintained between them, and a transporting agent reaets with the souree
produeing volatile eompounds whieh migrate to the substrate where an inverse reaetion
takes place forming the epitaxial layer [1,2]. The transport medium is usually water;
however, during the laBt few years some researehers have taken advantage of the atomie
hydrogen eapability to eteh GaAs and other eompounds. Petit el al. [7] based their GaAs
surfaee cleaning proeedure on the reaetion meehanism of atornie hydrogen on (001) GaAs
surfaees. Angus and eo-workers [8,9] used atornie hydrogen in a eyclie fashion to eteh
graphite from diamond-graphite films in their diamond growth proeess. Finally, after
Kobayashi observation [10] of (100) GaAs etehing by atomie hydrogen and its deposition
on adjaeent substrates, Silva-Andrade and eolleagues [11] grew GaAs layers by the CSVT
teehni'lue using preeisely atomie hydrogen as the transport agent. Epilayers obtained by
means of this transport agent are open to researeh sinee they eertainly present many
meehanisms that up to now are not well understood for example, the atomic hydrogen
ineorporation during the growth proeess and its effeet ofpassivating impurities eleetrieally
active, anlOug othcrs.

In this work we use the seanning eleetron rnieroseopy SEM and energy dispersive
speetroscapy EDS teehniques to analyze the influenee of 4 CSVT setups and some growth
parameters on the morphology and the elemental eomposition of GaAs hornolayers grown
by the CSVT teehnique using atomie hydrogen as an initial reaetant.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CSVT SETUPS

In this seetion a short deseription of the four CSVT setups used in this experiment
is given. lu setup a, Fig. 1, source and substrate are separated by a quartz o'ring
spaeer. Element 1 is a Sylvania tungsten (W) filament, type EGE, 500 W, 120 V all<l
its ternperature is estimated by its ehange in resistanee. This filament generates the
atomie hydrogen and eontributes to formation of the temperature gradient between souree
and substrate during the growth proeess. The molecular hydrogen is earried out ¡nto
the reaetion ehamber through the inlet indieated in the figure. The elernent l' is an
uneapsuled Sylvania W filament, type ESY, 150 W, and 120 V, and it also influenees the
souree-substrate temperature gradient.

Setup b is very similar to a exeept that the filament l' is of 300 W, 120 V left originally
eapsuled. In these setups, by fixing the ternperature offilament 1, the source temperature
was measured as the molecular hydrogen flux wa.~inereased, see Fig. 2. Thus, to seleet a
souree-substrate temperature gradient one has to take ¡nto aeeount the influenee of the
filaments 1, l' temperature, the spaeer thiekness, and the molecular hydrogen flux.
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FIGURE1. CSVT setups, u,ing atornic hydrogen as transport agent 1.0 grow GaAs layers. 1. and
l' are \V-filaments, 2. GaAs-Cr doped substrate, 3. GaAs sourcc, 4. quartz o'ring spacer, 5. quartz
base, 6. quartz tube, 7. graphite heater 8. k-type therrnocouple 9. quartz vault. In setup d, 1stands
for eleetrical current. The experimental setup b is identical to a except that the filament 1/ is
capsuled.
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FIGURE 2. Variation of the source temperature in setup b, by fixing the filamcnt 1 temperature
al. 1843"Cand increasing the hydrogen flux.

In the setup c, Fig. 1, the sandwich somee-substrate is positioned 5 mm away from the
W ¡¡lament 1. Previously by photolithography anl! chemical means a eoncentrie square
of about 0.03 mm depth was eteh from the souree in sueh a way that, the peripheral step
is the source-substrate spaeer. This close spaeing is 1.0 inerease the deposition effieiency
(gain in weight of substrate/loss in weight of somee [4]); unfortunately, this setup does
not allow direet temperature measurements of source and substrate. In the setup d,
Fig. 1, sourcc ami substratc are ovcrlappcd as in the lattcr case, the atornic hydrogcll
generated by the W filament l' is lel! by the quartz vault (9) to pass over the source ami
substratc, and an additiollal wafer iH put OIl the substratc hacksidc to avoid its ctching.
Here heating is c"used by Joule dfect in the DFP-3.2 Poco Graphite lleater, amI the
souree and substrate temperatures were controlled by means of an Eurotherm Mod. 94
temperature eontroller and a K-type thermoeouple.
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FIGURE3. A SEM plauar view of Ihe homoepitaxial GaAs layer grown with the experimental
setup a.

3. SAMPLE PREPARATION

lu this experimeut undoped (100) :1:2° (llO) CaAs with n = 1016 cm-3 was used as
source and Cr-doped semi-insulating CaAs wafers with (100) :1:2° (llO) orientation, p =
108 >1. cm and EPO = 5-7 X 104 cm-2 as substrates. The wafers were fir8t degreased by
the ultrasonic cleaning in acetone, xylene, acetone, aud rinsed in deionized (DI) water.
The clean wafers were then etched in 3:1:1 (H2S04:H20:H202) etchant at T = 80°C,
theu each sample was dipped into 1:1 (HCI:H20) solution, to remove residual surface
oxides just prior introduction into the reaction chamber [12]. Finally, the sample was
riused iu DI water and dried by a spiuner.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The surfaee morphology aud stoichiometry of the "as grown" CaAs layers were analyzed
usiug a .lSM-5400LV (.lEOL) scauning c1ectrou micrascope (SEM) in combination with
a (Voyager Noran) energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer.

Figure 3 presents a plan view SEM micrograph of t.he CaAs layer grown by the CSVT
setup a with a spacer of 2 mm thickness. In this figure a kiud of polycrystalline structure
is observed, aecording to Sheldon [13J it correspouds to a three-dimensional growth.
This structure is uniform in the central area of the growu layer while, in the periphery
close to the delillliting o'ring spacer some density of pit defects (OPO) appears. The
characteristic morphology of the layer grown with the setup balso with a spacer of 2 mm
thickuess, is showu in Fig. 4a, as can be observed, it is smooth and uniform, but similarly
to the former layer, presents pit defects (PO) ou its outermost peripheral area, whose
deusity varies from 1.8 x 104 to 7 x lO'; cm-2; Fig. 4b shows a SEM magnified image
of some pit defects for their better visualization. \Ve infer that these PO are similar to
the oues reported by Cuc1ton el al. [6] which, iu their study of CaAs films grown by
CSVT using water as the transport agent, were analyzed with optical microscopy or, to
the oues reported by Ueu el al. [14J that were analyzed with SEM at low magnification
aud dassified as threadiug dislocations.

As showu iu 1~.,ble1, these two layers were grown with identical parameters, except for
thc Rubstrate tcmpcraturc, which causes different Rourcc-substratc tcrnpcraturc gradients
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FIGURE4. Charaeteristie surlaee morphology 01 the homoepitaxial GaAs layers deposited with
the experimental setup b. (a) and (1)) 01 the sample grown lIsing a spaeer 01 2 mm thiekness,
(e) and (d) 01 layers grown with a spaeer 01 I mm thickness at different souree-slll>strate temper-
atUfe gradients.

during the growth processes. Then, the difference in morphology is attributed to the
ditrerence in gradient temperature, thus the greater the temperature gradient the less
homogeneous the film is.

Other GaAs layer was grown with setup b. For this deposition the thickness spacer
6 = 1 mm and a molecular hydrogen flux of 425 cm3/min were used. With these pa-
rameters values, the source-substrate temperature gradient is a slightly less than the one
of the former growth. However the surface morphology of this layer shown in Fig. 4c,
shows a kind of "terraces". This type of morphology has been already reported in other
studies [17,18], and it is a subject of much research nowadays due to its possible use in
quantum effect devices.

A considerable change in surface morphology with respect to the former sample is
observed WhCIl kccpillg the fOfmcr values [or the molecular hydrogcn flux and spacer
thickness, the filaments temperatures amI consequently the source-substrate temperature
gradient are decreased. The morphology has an orange peel appearance as shown in
the SEM micrograph, Fig. 4d. This layer and the former do not contain pits but oval
defects [15], whose densities are mueh less than the DPD of layer 6.9. The GaAs layers
grown with setup e show slightly ditrerent surface morphologies, see Figs. 5a and 5b,
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TABLE1. CSVT experimental setups and parameters used to grow GaAs homoepitaxiallayers.

Setup Sample 112 flux Spacer Filament 1 Saurce Substrate t:J.T
No. em3jmin thiekness temp. temp. temp. oC

mm oC oC oC

a 6.5 310 2 1843 963 662 301

b 6.9 310 2 1843 963 736 227

b IIT4 425 1 1843 975 760 215

b liT! 425 1 1724 850 700 150

e 7.8 425 0.03 1640

e 8.3 425 0.03 1490

d 7.2 425 0.03 1840 825 800 25

(a) (b)
FIGURE 5. SE.l\-1 images of GaAs laycrs grown with the experimental setup c. The filament
temperatures were: (a) 1640°C and (h) 1490°C.

probably due to the different temperatures of filament 1 used during theír grow proeesses.
Although the small differenee in texture both morphologies can be c1assified as orange
peel type.

Figure 6 shows the surfaee morphology a GaAs layer grown with setup d. It is a kind
of fine nuc1eation, it looks like an orange peel texture in formation however, it is hard to
say that with further growth it will resemble the orange peel morphology of the samples
aboye. Let us mention that, the orange peel appearanee of the GaAs layers has been
already reported [19,20] but a direet eomparison to those studies was not possible.

By the aboye analysis, let IlSnote that, one parameter of great influenee on the surfaee
morphology of the GaAs layers is souree-substrate temperature gradient. We observe
that, the "best" surfaee morphologies were obtained with setup b, at the smaller SOuree-
sllbstrate temperature gradients, in the sense that they are homogeneolls throughout the
growth area amI present less defeet densities.

Furthermore, an EDS analysis of many arcas of the GaAs layers and their defeets was
done. A detailed study of the defeets found in this set of layers is given elsewhere [16).
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TABLEn. EDS atomic percentages of Ga and As of the GaAs layers grown with different CSVT
setups and atomic hydrogen as initial reactant.

Element
Ga As

Sample Atomic %
6.5 52.99 47.01
6.9 52.59 47.41
HT4 52.28 47.72
HT1 52.20 47.80
7.8 53.17 46.83
8.3 52.96 47.04
7.2 53.26 46.74

FIGURE 6. Scauning eleetron microscopc picture of the GaAs layer grown with the experimental
setup d.

Table n summarizes the atomic percentages of the clements constituting the layers,
these data are representative of areas whose morphology is characteristic of the sample
under study. It is observed from this table that all GaAs layers under study present a
stoichiometric deviation in their elemental composition, Fig. 7 shows an EDS spectrum
taken from the center of sample 6.9.

In addition to Ga and As, signals of considerable intensity corresponding to Si, O, and
e appear in the EDS spectra of sorne samples. In regard to Si and O contaminants, the
authors of this work inferred that their incorporation was due to the quartz o'ring spacer
etching by atolllic hydrogen specially, because their signals are null in layers grown with
setups with no quartz spacer. A COIll!!lon fact is that their signals are !!lore intense on
external than on internal areas close t.o the spacer and negligible on the area beneath it.
An additional experilllent confirmed t.his supposition. It basically consist.ed on replacing
t.he GaAs source by a quart.z plat.e in set.up b and running t.he deposit.ion procedure for
30 mino Figure 8 shows 2 EDS spectra: (al the spect.rum t.aken at. t.he edge of t.he GaAs
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FIGURE7. Shows an EDS spectrum corresponding to the GaAs layer, sample 6.9.

layer (6.9), and (b) the spectrum of the layer grown with the quartz plate as source.
Thus these spectra prove that the atomic hydrogen presents the same etching effect for
Si02 as for GaAs. (This effect was not found in the literature.) Concerning the C signal,
its possible origin is contamination in the reactor, since it is not a high vacuum system
besides, by a similar fashion to the former contaminants, graphite etching by atomic
hydrogen [8,9] from the graphite l!Cater in the setup d.

The stoichiometric deviation presented by all GaAs layers under study is more likely
produced by the use of atomic hydrogen at high substrate temperatures (~ 650°C) dur-
ing their growth processes, since according to Sugata el al. [21J interaction of atomic
hydrogen at a GaAs temperature less than 400°C leaves the Ga and As stoichiome-
try nnchanged; thus, for the meantime the reaction mechanism etching-growth of GaAs
by atomic hydrogen is not well understood. Further studies about this subject are in
progress to improve the 'luality of the layers, determine their crystallinity, and elucidate
the growth mechanism.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been observed in this study that the surface morphology of the GaAs layers grown
by the CSVT technique using atomic hydrogen as initial reactant is dependent of the
source-substrate temperature gradient. To this temperature gradient contribute: the
temperature of the filaments 1 ami 1', the spacer thickness, and the molecular hydrogen
flux in the setups a and b.

From the morphological analysis by SEM we condude that the GaAs layers with
the "best" morphologies were grown with the setup b at the smaller source-substrate
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FIGUHE 8. ShowsEDS speetra: (a) Taken at the eligeofthe GaAs layer, sample 6.9, and (b) Taken
froID the layer, whosc deposition was done having a Si02 platc a.s source.

temperature gradiellts, sinee they are homogclleolls throllghollt thc growth area ami
presellt less defcet dcnsities.

From the EDS allalysis it is ohserved that al! GaAs layers reported here showed a
stoichiometric deviation that is, the surface is r¡eh in Ga, tiue to a nOllcoherent dose
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spaced reaction during the growth processes. FurtherlllDre, by an additional experilllent
it was proved that the Si amI O contalllination found on some layers was due to the
etching effect of the quartz spacer by the atolllic hydrogen, and it is inferred that the e
contamination is mainly due to some contamination existing in the CSVT reactor.
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